Introduction. Let A be an (unbounded) linear operator on a Banach space §. An analytic vector for A is an element ^£ § such that A n u is defined for all n and S ---t n < °° «-o n\ for some />0, i.e. the power series expansion of e u u is defined and has a positive radius of absolute convergence.
Nelson [2] introduced and studied the notion of analytic domination of one operator (or a family of operators) by another: A analytically dominates the operator -X" if every analytic vector for A is an analytic vector for X. In §1 we announce an analytic domination theorem; the hypotheses were suggested by Nelson's treatment of Lie algebras of skew-symmetric operators in [2] , while the conclusion was suggested by some results of Kotake and Narasimhan [l] . We apply our theorem in §2 to the characterization of analytic vectors for a unitary representation of a Lie group.
1. Analytic domination. Let § be a complex Hubert space, and A a positive, self ad joint operator on §, which we normalize so that A^I.
If a is a complex number, the operator A a is defined via the operational calculus for selfadjoint operators, and S)(^4 a )CS)(^4^) if Re a ^ Re j8. (For any operator T on §, ®(T) will denote its domain of definition.) Let 00 £°° = n 3)U w ) ( 1 ]. The precise inequalities, however, are somewhat subtle. Direct norm estimates lead to a logarithmically divergent integral; we must use the symmetry of X and A together with interpolation on suitable fractional quadratic norms in order to obtain the needed a priori estimates for Nelson's theorem.
2. Analytic vectors for unitary representations. Let G be a Lie group, © its Lie algebra, and suppose U is a continuous unitary representation of G on a Hilbert space §. To every vector z/£ § we associate its trajectory v under U. We say that v is a C°° (resp. analytic) vector if v is infinitely differentiate (resp. real analytic) as an ^-valued function on G, and we denote the corresponding subspaces of § by §°° and § w . On §°°, U defines a representation of ® by skewsymmetric operators. (See [2] .)
